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Abstract

As  the  visual  quality  of  modern  video  games  reaches  a  near  realistic  level,  the

Artificial Intelligence (AI), commonly controlling non-player characters (NPCs), still

leaves room for improvement. A promising approach for enhanced NPC behavior is

the use of planning AI techniques such as Goal Oriented Action Planning (GOAP). As

part of this thesis, the pros and cons for implementing GOAP in a real-time combat

game are evaluated. Content of this thesis is the creation of a prototypical game along

with the implementation of GOAP as the decision-making architecture for its NPCs.

The benefits of GOAP were evaluated in regard to the achieved NPC behavior quality

as  well  as  the  associated  implementation  effort.  The  achieved  behavior  was  of

satisfying quality. NPCs were able to cope on their own or work in teams in a variety

of different scenarios. The implementation of GOAP entailed a notable initial effort

whereas the effort  for increasing complexity remained steady. The most  beneficial

application for GOAP is seen in games that feature varying environments  demanding

a flexible behavior and have a limited number of simultaneously active NPCs.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Video games have gone a long way. The quality of graphics and physics in games have

improved to a near realistic state and game worlds are full of detailed vegetation and

monuments. One aspect of video games however, seems to be occasionally left behind in

this  rapid development.  The Artificial  Intelligence (AI),  mostly controlling non-player

characters (NPCs), is an essential part of many games. The player often interacts with

NPCs in a competitive way, be it in a fighting, strategy or racing game. NPC behavior has

a big impact  on the gameplay experienced by the player.  Good visuals  alone are not

enough to satisfy players when the NPCs act in an unpleasant fashion. This is why game

developers constantly search for new ways to improve the behavior of NPCs while trying

to keep the implementation effort on a manageable scale.

The  overall  most  used  technique  to  implement  AI  in  games  that  feature  a  real-time

gameplay is the finite state machine (FSM). FSMs are famous for their easy setup and

robust execution. However, they often face the problem that the resulting NPC behavior

feels stiff and inflexible. Most players can relate to a situation in which NPCs appear

predictable or repetitive. Certainly it can be considered as part of the player's learning

curve to memorize enemy patterns as he progresses. Utilizing the predictable nature of the

AI  in  this  manner  can  surely be  a  good  thing.  However,  facing  NPCs  that  react  to

situational  changes  in  a  flexible  and  clever  way can  be  a  refreshing  alternative.  The

quality of NPC behavior might be evaluated by the ability to make good decisions under a

variety of circumstances and the swift reaction to unexpected events. Even the best FSM

programmer might not think of every possible situation an NPC finds itself thrown into at

some point of the game. 
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1. Introduction

This last point is why plan based behavior caught my interest  – as its idea is to make

NPCs able to cope on their own. The concept of an AI that solves problems in a flexible

manner fascinated me. Upon my research into alternative ways for programming NPCs, I

stumbled across an article from Jeff Orkin that explained a decision-making architecture

called Goal Oriented Action Planning (GOAP). This system was used the first time in the

game F.E.A.R. or First Encounter Assault Recon. A first-person horror shooter developed

by Monolith Productions in 2005. The game won several awards and was praised for the

combat capabilities of its NPCs. The primary idea behind the development of GOAP was

to reduce the workload of implementing complex behavior via Finite State Machines and

instead let the individual NPC figure out solutions itself. The general approach is to give

an NPC a set of goals, various actions and knowledge about its environment. The NPC

then  has  to  plan  ahead and perform its  available  actions  in  meaningful  sequences  to

achieve its  goals.  The fascinating factor of this  plan based approach motivated me to

make it the main topic of my thesis, therefore the task of this dissertation is to further

acquaint  myself  with  GOAP,  develop  a  prototypical  real-time  combat  game  and

implement GOAP as the decision-making architecture.

The objectives I want to achieve over the course of this thesis are the following. First step

is to gain insight into plan-based AI techniques and GOAP as the essential basis for its

implementation.  When it  comes down to the planning architecture itself  I will  refrain

from programming one myself and instead resort to an existing GOAP library. In the case

of this project, the most promising choice was ReGoap made by Luciano Ferraro which is

a GOAP library that can be used in conjunction with the Unity game engine. Another

objective of this project is to evaluate if the implementation of a plan-based AI lives up to

its praised benefits and to what extend I can make use of them. This relates to the overall

quality of  the  NPC behavior  as  well  as  the  effort  involved  for  the  initial  setup  and

modification later. At the end of the project I want, to some extent, be able to evaluate

when and why GOAP is a valid choice as the decision-making architecture.
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1. Introduction

Regarding the quality of the NPC behavior, there are various things I try to accomplish.

Most importantly, generated plans should be intelligent and efficient in various different

scenarios. Additionally, sudden environmental changes of notable relevance should imply

a reasonable reaction from the NPCs. Besides the quality of the decisions, the planning

time is another important factor. The best plan is rendered useless by an overlong duration

of the planning process. Therefore, the generation of individual plans must be feasible

within an acceptable time frame. The quicker NPCs make decisions, the more suitable

they are for a real-time game. The natural counterpart to fast, accurate calculations is the

performance.  The  impact  on  performance  should  be  kept  within  reasonable  bounds

especially if several NPCs are simultaneously active in the game.

The  actual  realization  of  the  project  involves  the  use  of  the  game engine  Unity,  the

previously mentioned code library ReGoap and programming in C#. The real-time game

that forms the basis for the GOAP implementation is created from scratch. It follows a

squad management scheme that revolves around battles between AI controlled agents in

enclosed arenas. The important elements correlating with GOAP are the creation of an

independent character controller that exposes the functionality to be controlled by the AI

or a player and a map creator that produces out of the box usable game worlds for the

NPCs to interact in. The programming of customized goals, actions, sensors and other

essential components that are needed by the decision-making architecture to formulate

plans are also a main part of the project. 
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2. Theory

2 Theory

Over the past  years,  developers  put  a  lot  of  effort  into  raising the standards  of  NPC

behavior and followed various new concepts to do so. Although most of today's games

still use some sort of state machine for their NPCs, there has been a notable drift towards

alternative approaches that feature plan-based AI techniques. These approaches comprise

Hierarchical Task Network Planners, Behavior Trees and planners that are based on the

Stanford  Research  Institute  Problem  Solver (STRIPS)  which  also  includes  GOAP.  A

major  motivation  for  using plan-based techniques  is  their  potential  for  creating  more

intelligent,  entertaining  non-player  characters  resulting  in  a  more  immersive  and

challenging gameplay.  The benefits  and difficulties  the  implementation  of  a  planning

system  involves  differ  from  concept  to  concept,  but  can  be  loosely  outlined.  When

development starts, creating a plan-based AI requires a certain know-how. Also, during

development designers might face the problem that it is challenging to force a plan-based

AI  into  behaving  a  specific  way.  The  benefits,  on  the  other  side,  evolve  from  the

modularity of goals and actions. It simplifies adding complexity and also makes them

reusable for different NPCs which can reduce the workload.

2.1 Goal Oriented Action Planning

2.1.1 Definition

GOAP is  a  decision-making  architecture  and  a  modified  version  of  STRIPS  to  be

applicable  in  real-time  video  games.  STRIPS  was  developed  way back  in  1970  and

consists  of various components.  A current  world state,  a desired world state,  a set  of

operators to apply changes to a world state and a planner. A world state in STRIPS is

represented by an arbitrary collection of first-order predicate calculus formulas. To short

that term over the length of this thesis, the elements that make up a world state in STRIPS

and GOAP are hereafter referenced to as  facts. For the planner, a world state resembles

the entirety of known facts.
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2. Theory

Whenever the current world state differs from the desired world state, the planner pursues

the task to find a sequence of operators that lead to the latter. A desired world state is one

in which the facts specified by a goal are fulfilled. Operators are defined by preconditions

and  effects  and  may only be  applied  if  all  the  necessary preconditions  are  met.  An

operator that  has  the desired effect  to  fulfill  the current  goal  might  need a preceding

operator that changes the world state to match these needed preconditions. Both STRIPS

and GOAP use backward chaining in the plan generation process meaning that the plan

starts at the desired world state and points backwards to the current one. The way STRIPS

generates plans was modified by Jeff Orkin at Monolith Productions in order to turn it

into a suitable real-time planning system for video games. The result of this modification

is GOAP that differs in some major aspects. The first change is the addition of a cost per

action. In STRIPS the main measurement of a plan´s efficiency is the number of operators

the final plan consists of. The cost per action makes it a lot easier for the planner to select

the most efficient one out of a variety of possible solutions with the help of the A* search

algorithm. The total costs of a plan is the summed up value of each individual action.

Furthermore, GOAP features procedural effects as well as procedural preconditions. Also,

operators of STRIPS got renamed to 'actions' in GOAP.

2.1.2 Benefits

In  his  publication  Three  States  and  a  Plan Jeff  Orkin  describes  in  detail  what  his

experience with GOAP was during its development and implementation. The three best

traits GOAP offers are mentioned and described as the following. The first depicts the

convenient modular structure of decoupled actions and goals. Secondly, the ease at which

complexity can  be  added  to  the  behavior.  And  finally,  the  dynamic  problem solving

benefit resulting from the ability to replan after failed attempts.
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Decoupling Goals and Actions

The behavior  of  an NPC driven by GOAP is  dependent  from its  goals,  the available

actions and the current state of the world. With the goals and actions being modular, they

can  be  mixed  together  in  various  combinations  with  minimal  effort.  This  enables

developers to recycle a lot of the already done work in order to expand the variety of

NPCs acting differently.

Layering Behaviors

The term “layering behaviors” describes the act of adding increasingly more goals and

actions to the basis of an NPC. The design of an NPC might start with a single goal and

two actions that fulfill the goal but vary in cost, depending on the situation. Extending the

complexity of the agent's behavior is quite straightforward. Adding a second goal and a

few actions can be conducted without touching the present other goal and actions. It is in

the nature of the planner to generate the most efficient plan possible for the goal with the

currently highest priority. The quantity of goals and actions is generally irrelevant. Newly

added  actions  are  automatically  incorporated  into  the  plan  generation  process  and

integrated into plans whenever they are of use. Increasing the complexity of the NPC by

adding new elements does therefore not require to change any of the already present ones.

The same applies for removing individual goals or actions. Key point is that when altering

the behavior one way or the other, the planning system eliminates the need to manually

connect the individual components.
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Dynamic Problem Solving

The third benefit GOAP offers is the ability to adapt in the case of failure. Replanning is a

powerful feature that prevents an NPC from repeating unsuccessful procedures over and

over. Actions in GOAP can evaluate their outcome in terms of success or failure. A failing

action results in a cancellation of the current plan and entails a replanning procedure. The

knowledge gained from the failed plan can be stored and utilized to form a different plan

for  the  same  goal  avoiding  the  cause  of  the  preliminary  failure.  Another  possible

procedure that  displays  the  benefits  of  dynamic  problem solving is  the  abortion  of  a

presently executed plan for the sake of an either better one for the same goal or for one

that fulfills a goal of higher priority. As the game progresses during a plan execution, the

planner  can still  be active in  the background and inform NPCs about  possibly better

alternatives.

2.2 Examples of games using GOAP

The first  game that  used  the  GOAP architecture  was  F.E.A.R. in  2005 developed by

Monolith Productions. GOAP was created in the process of making this game. After the

AI of this  award winning game was praised by many players,  GOAP became notable

attention.  Encouraged  by  Jeff  Orkins's  papers  about  GOAP,  other  developers  and

companies also used the approach in their games. Besides many indie games and other

Monolith productions, GOAP was implemented in a number of successful titles. Ordered

by  release  date,  the  first  big  title  was  S.T.A.L.K.E.R.:  Shadow  of  Chernobyl.  Like

F.E.A.R., it is a first-person shooter and offers a non-linear storyline. Another example is

the  well-known  post-apocalyptic,  open  world,  action  role-playing  game  Fallout  3

developed by Bethesda Game Studios in 2008. Apart from GOAP being mainly used in

shooter  games,  the  implementation  in  the  2009 released  Empire:  Total  War made by

Creative Assembly is an interesting change because it is a turn-based strategy game spiced

with tactical real-time elements. One year later, in 2009, was the release of Avalanche

Studio's  bestseller Just Cause 2 which is an open world action-adventure. The last usage

of GOAP worth mentioning is the incredibly well received steal action role-playing game

Deux Ex: Human Revolution developed by Eidos Montréal in 2011.
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3 Development Tools

3.1 Unity

The game engine I used for developing my game is the cross-platform game engine Unity

developed by Unity Technologies. The version I used throughout the developing process

is the version 2017.3. The reason for choosing Unity over other game engines was my

personal experience in working with it and that there is a variety of free assets available

that feature a Unity compatible version of the GOAP planning system. As mentioned

earlier, the key point of this work is not to recreate a GOAP architecture, but rather its

implementation into an actual game to evaluate the effort it involves and its results. The

familiarity with Unity is essential, since implementing an AI requires a game, it can be

implemented into. Unity is specifically suited for quickly building prototypes and offers a

lot of tools that assist the creating of debugging mechanisms as well as interface creation.

3.2 GOAP Library

The GOAP library used in this project is ReGoap that was created by Luciano Ferraro and

is a free asset available on GitHub and the Unity Asset Store. As previously mentioned,

there are multiple assets available advertising a fully working GOAP library that provides

everything one needs to implement a plan-based AI. Of the ones I tested, ReGoap worked

out the best. This library comes with a fully working example project that illustrates the

basic setup for the AI implementation. Additionally, Luciano Ferraro offered me a lot of

helpful advice throughout the development process of this work.

Architecture

The type of components that ReGoap consists of is fairly similar to the original GOAP

architecture defined by Jeff Orkin. The NPC architecture in ReGoap is made of a single

planner that handles the plan generation process for an arbitrary number of NPCs. The

NPC architecture consists of various components. These are an agent class, a working

memory, various sensors, the NPC´s goals and its available pool of actions. 
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As it  is  essential  to  understand  the  purpose  of  each of  these  components  during the

generation and execution of plans, they will be individually described in detail in the next

sections. It is to be noted that the descriptions of the NPC components do not only relate

to the architecture in the ReGoap library but to the GOAP architecture in general.

Agent

The agent class functions as a direct communication link between the planner and the

NPC.  The  agent  class  acts  as  a  container  that  holds  references  to  all  the  relevant

components the planner needs to access in order to work properly. Additionally, the agent

class  exposes  the  current  planning  state  to  other  objects.  An  external  class  with  a

reference  to  the  agent  class  instance  can  read  information  about  the  active  goal,  the

currently active plan as well as its execution progress. Additionally the agent class offers

public methods to be called by game steering mechanisms, the most important one being a

replan command that ditches the current active plan and requests a new one from the

planner.  This  procedure grants  the option to  replan immediately or  after  finishing the

current action. Another task the agent class has, once it received a plan from the planner,

is to start and oversee its execution which starts by initiating the first action of the plan.

Actions  will  notify the agent  class  when they have finished their  task.  Depending on

whether the action has finished successfully or with a failure, the agent class is to activate

the next action or initiate a replan procedure.

9
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Memory

Each NPC has got its own memory component. The main function of the memory is to

store all relevant facts that make up the current world state perceived through the eyes of

the NPC. These facts are all stored in a common format. A name to identify the fact and a

linked value whose actual representation can take a variety of different shapes. A fact that

goes by the name 'IsAlive' might be expressed by a simple true or false value whereas a

fact  called  'CoverPositions'  would  rather  be  stored  as  an  array  or  list  of  vectors

representing the cover position in 3D space. The current world state, represented by the

entirety of facts stored in the memory component, is the starting point of every plan. How

do the facts get into the memory one might ask. It depends on the type of fact actually.

Some facts  never  change and are inserted into  the  memory at  the start  of  the NPC's

lifespan. Such facts are the NPC's name and the team it belongs to. However, most of the

facts change more or less frequently as time goes by and are altered by the various sensors

that are described next.

Sensors

The sensors are the eyes and ears of an NPC. Comparable to a real-life scenario in which

a  person  perceives  the  environment  by seeing,  hearing  or  even  smelling  things,  the

sensors in GOAP help the agent to observe and grasp the current world state. They scan

the NPC's surroundings for important information relevant for planning the next step.

Gathered information is sent to the memory component where the corresponding facts are

added, removed or updated. In this game, there are two types of sensors - external and

internal. External sensors act like eyes and ears to observe the changes of the environment

which  are  in  general  also  observable by any other  agent  in  direct  proximity.  Internal

sensors monitor the NPC's individual situation and keep track of information that is not

explicitly accessible  by other  NPCs.  These facts  may include the  NPC's inventory or

suitable nearby cover positions. The scan frequency of each sensor can be set individually

depending on the importance of the facts it updates. Tracking the exact position of an

enemy in sight can be granted a high relevance and therefore a high update frequency

whereas  the  detection  of  collectible  objects  can  be  repeated  at  a  lower,  performance

saving rate. In order to keep the frame rate up, heavy calculations can also be done over

10
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multiple frames or even multi-threaded. Once finished, the sensors send their results to

the working memory and remain idle until their next cycle.

Goals

Goals are the reason for the plan generation. Without any goals, the planner has nothing to

plan towards to. Therefore, every NPC has at least one, but usually multiple goals. Goals

are represented in the same basic structure as the world state. They consist of one or more

facts that all have a specific name linked to a certain value. Though this value is most

likely a question of whether a certain fact is simply true or false, any object can be used as

a target value. Goals need to know when they are fulfilled, which is when all the values of

its facts are equal to the corresponding ones of the current world state. In order for the

planner to know what goal should be satisfied next, each goal has a value determining its

current priority. The priority of each goal is requested by the planner at the start of a new

planning routine to determine which goal to pursue. The value that represents this priority

can either be predefined and constant or calculated at runtime with regard to the current

world state.

Actions

Actions define the way an NPC is able to act. Every plan consists of a strung sequence of

these actions. Without them the NPC has no way to fulfill its defined goals. The same

basic  structure is  shared among all  actions.  They consist  of preconditions  and effects

which are stored in the same manner as the facts of the world state. A name and a value.

The effects of an action represent the changes it has on correlating facts of the world state

upon execution. The preconditions serve as a set of conditions that the current world state

has to meet before the action can be executed. While every action has at least a single

effect the presence of preconditions is an optional factor. Actions that have preconditions

can only be used if the current world state happens to be just right or if other actions can

be  executed  beforehand  to  change  the  situation  in  such  a  way  that  all  needed

preconditions are met. Plans do not need to consist of multiple actions though. Sometimes

the final plan consists only of a single action that fulfills the goal and can be executed

right away.
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Actions are a little more than just containers for effects and preconditions. They offer a

variety of functionality during the planning phase as well as during the actual execution

phase once a plan was generated. The effects and preconditions can be dynamic and could

therefore  be  recalculated  every time  an  action  is  checked  by the  planner  during  the

planning phase.  This  feature is  important  for  actions  to  be more flexible and will  be

described  in  detail  in  the  later  sections.  As  mentioned earlier,  GOAP actions  always

contain a cost value that is essential for calculating a plan´s total cost and for finding the

most efficient solution to a problem. If an action is evaluated as a useful part of a plan the

action calculates its cost depending on the current world state, internal settings and also in

regard to following actions in the plan. If an action is evaluated as a suitable element of a

plan, an instance of the action is added to the plan with fixed values. The calculated cost,

effects, preconditions and optional execution relevant information are then fixed. Once a

plan  is  selected  and executed  there  are  several  tasks  the  current  active  action  has  to

perform. At the start there is a quick check if all preconditions are still met. During the

planning process and the plan execution the game is continually running and the world

state is, therefore, undergoing a constant change. So, during the delay between planning

and  execution  something  might  have  happened  that  makes  the  action  impossible  to

execute properly. If the initial check detects a problem, a notification is sent to the agent

class to signal the fail of the plan and a replan procedure will be initialized. If no problem

is detected, the action starts running which usually means to control the NPC in a certain

way. This might be done by directly changing certain values of the NPC or by sending

commands to different subsystems. The most used action is a 'GoTo' action that has the

purpose of letting the NPC go to a specific location. Upon execution the 'GoTo' action

sends coordinates to the NPC's navigation system and monitors the progress. Monitoring

the execution progress is also an essential task all actions have in common. An action

needs to know when it is finished and if it has succeeded or failed. Regarding the 'GoTo'

action, if the path is suddenly blocked, the action needs to register that reaching the target

location can no longer be accomplished and communicate the failed attempt to the agent

class. Once the target location is reached and no problems occurred, the 'GoTo' action

would notify the agent class that it has successfully finished and that the next action in the

plan can be initialized.
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Planner

The  core  of  GOAP is  the  planner  component.  As  the  name  implies,  the  planner  is

responsible for the plan generation. Plans are generated time independent and individually

for each agent. The planner does not initiate a plan generation on its own. Agents, who

need a new plan to fulfill a goal send a request to the planner instance and wait for a

response. Upon request, the planner gathers all the information it will need by accessing

the agents action set and working memory. The plan generation in detail is explained in

the upcoming section.

Plan Generation

Plan generation always starts with an NPC that is unsatisfied with the current state of the

world he finds himself in. Agents running with GOAP are rarely fully satisfied. Whenever

their current perception of the world does not meet  every single condition their  goals

predefine, they send requests to the planner what they could possibly do to change it to the

better. Following the request,  the planner gathers information about the NPC's current

world state, the goal that is pursued and which actions the NPC can perform in order to

achieve it. The task for the planner is to find a sequence of actions that turn the NPC's

current world state into one in which the facts prespecified by its goals are met. The way

the plan generation works  is  best  described in  conjunction with an example situation

taken from the game. The example takes place in the following situation. The NPC is a

soldier that finds himself in a small plain arena facing an enemy soldier. In the arena,

various items, including a weapon, are scattered on the floor. The NPC has one goal that

is to kill all enemy soldiers and he knows how to perform five different actions. He knows

how to walk to a given position, how to pick up a weapon, how to equip a weapon, how

to shoot at an enemy and how to punch an enemy. To perceive his surroundings, the NPC

has two sensors. The first sensor detects nearby enemies and collectible items. The second

sensor keeps track of the NPC's equipment.  After the first  scanning routine,  the NPC

knows that there is an enemy nearby and a weapon lying on the floor. Immediately he

wants his opponent dead but does not know yet what to do. He sends a request to the

planner for instructions. The information, the planner has available when processing the

request, is depicted in the following graphic.
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The planner tries to find a sequence of actions that leads to a world state in which the

enemy is  dead. This is  done by constructing a search tree where the root node is  the

desired state of the world and every other node is an altered version of the root state as the

result of a performed action. The plan generation starts with the desired world state and

finds its way down to the current world state. This procedure is called backward chaining.

In this example, the planner focuses on the one single fact that needs to be changed -

'EnemyIsDead'. This fact forms the root node. The current value is 'false' and the desired

value is 'true'. The first step is to cycle through every action the NPC knows of and check

which actions have the effect of changing the value 'EnemyIsDead' to 'true'. The planner

will find two suitable actions being 'PunchEnemy' and 'ShootEnemy', which will form the

first two nodes below the root. When a new node is added to the tree as a result of a

suitable action, the action's cost is calculated. The cost can be either a constant value or a

value that depends on the action's settings. 'PunchEnemy' and 'ShootEnemy' both have a

constant value, whereas the cost for 'GoToPosition' depends on the distance between the

starting position and the target position. The action costs are indicated by the numbers.
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The next step is to check if any of the two suitable actions can already be performed. This

is done by looking at the preconditions of each action and check if they are met in the

current world state. If so, the planner has found the first plan. In case of 'PunchEnemy' the

precondition is to be at the position of the enemy. 'ShootEnemy' requires a weapon to be

equipped.  Looking  at  the  current  state  the  planner  sees  that  both  actions  cannot  be

performed yet. If an action cannot be performed immediately because one or more facts

have  the  wrong value  the  cycle  of  checking each of  the  NPC's  available  actions  for

suitable effects  starts  anew for each new node. The results  of this  next cycle are that

'EquipWeapon' grants the desired effect needed to execute 'ShootEnemy'. Regarding the

'PunchEnemy'  action,  the  planner  will  find that  'GoToPosition'  is  a  suitable  one.  The

found actions are added to the tree as new nodes including the calculated costs.
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Next step is to check once more if any newly added nodes correlate with the current world

state.  'GoToPosition'  has  no preconditions  and is,  therefore,  executable right  away.  In

terms of the search tree, this node is regarded as a leaf, which represents the starting point

of a valid plan. The 'IsAtPosition' effect of 'GoToPosition' is dynamic and can adapt to any

value of an 'IsAtPosition' precondition. Assuming the distance between the NPC and its

enemy is '10',  the cost for executing 'GoToPosition' is also '10'. 'EquipWeapon' on the

other hand is not yet executable because it  requires the agent to have a weapon first,

which, regarding the current state, is not the case yet. So the planner once again cycles

through each action in order to find one that provides an effect that sets 'HasWeapon' to

'true'. 'CollectWeapon' is a suited one and is added to the tree.

The planner again checks whether he can perform 'CollectWeapon' but it requires the NPC

to be next to a collectible weapon indicated by its precondition. After cycling one more

time through the action pool to find one that can get the NPC next to a weapon, the

planner adds 'GoToPosition' to the tree. Assuming the distance between NPC and weapon

is '5' the cost for the action is also set to '5'.
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This is where the construction of the exemplary plan tree ends, because there are no more

nodes that require further investigation. The planner now uses the A* search algorithm to

traverse the plan tree in order to find the most efficient route from the root node to one of

the leaves. The result would be that the overall  cost for the left plan sums up to '11',

whereas the right plan is only '10'. The most efficient plan, in this case the right one, is

sent back to the NPC that start executing the sequence of actions right away, starting with

the leaf 'GoToPosition'.  He will  first go to the weapon, then collect the weapon, then

equip the weapon and finally shoot at the enemy. However, if we assumed a different

initial situation in which the weapon is not only '5' but '10' units away from the NPC the

tree would look slightly different.
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In this situation the left plan with '11' cost would be chosen over the right one with a cost

of '15'. The agent would no longer go through all the trouble to shoot the enemy, but

instead just walk over and punch him.
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Figure 8: Plan tree - fourth cycle with different cost values
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4 Game Concept

4.1 Overview

The game I planned as a basis for the implementation of GOAP is a simple real-time

combat game with squad management features in which the player is in charge of a small

group of soldiers. Managing the soldiers includes purchasing and assigning equipment as

well  as  training  the  soldiers  to  upgrade  their  fighting  strength  and  sending  them on

combat missions. The game is divided into two separate, alternating phases. A mission

phase and a management phase. 

The mission phase features AI driven real-time combat. Small teams of NPCs are placed

into an enclosed arena to fight until one team prevails. The arenas are flat rectangular tile

maps  that  offer  various  different  cover  positions  and  scattered  collectible  items.  The

observation of the action takes place in the form of a top-down perspective or a first-

person view through the eyes  of  a soldier.  In this  phase,  the player  has only limited,

indirect  options  available  for  interaction.  The options  for steering the behavior of  his

soldiers  are  a variety of general  orders  the player can give.  Examples of  such orders

would be commands to regroup, retreat or advance. The soldiers cannot be controlled

directly or individually. A different game mode, however, offers the player the chance to

play as one of the soldiers and participate actively in the combat scenario. Upon finishing

missions  the  player  is  rewarded  with  money  whereas  participating  soldiers  gain

experience. The gained money and experience are used during the second phase.

The management phase is active between individual missions. In this phase the player has

several options available to improve the combat strength of his soldiers. Gained money is

used  for  purchasing  additional  or  better  equipment.  Equipment  comes  in  various

categories.  There  are  different  types  of  primary weapons,  secondary weapons,  armor,

helmets,  grenades  and  utility  items.  The  player  and  the  soldiers  have  independent

inventories. Purchased items are stored in the players inventory and can be assigned to the

respective slots of the inventory of individual soldiers. Assigned items can be retrieved

from the soldiers back to the player inventory. The experience gained by participating
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soldiers upon finishing a mission is used for improving their individual combat strength.

This  can  be  done by either  upgrading a  soldiers  base  stats  or  by teaching additional

actions that the AI, that controls the soldier, can integrate into plans when in combat. The

upgradable  base  stats  are  health  points,  accuracy and  movement  speed.  The  actions

soldiers  can  acquire  are  vaguely  divided  into  offensive,  defensive  and  utility  based

actions. They include but are not limited to dodging enemy grenades, actively flanking

enemies, laying down suppressive fire or using MediKits to heal oneself or allies. These

actions can be seen as special moves that expand the base repertoire of a soldiers action

pool which lead to overall better combat capabilities. Lost missions do not result in harsh

consequences like the loss of soldiers or equipment. The game rather sets back to the

management phase prior to the mission and the player has the opportunity to alter his

squad before taking another attempt.

4.2 Essential Game Elements

4.2.1 Overview

Games are compositions of various different elements. The elements of the game made

for this project can be divided into four groups. The first group is the collection of 3D

models, to the second one belong the individual pieces of the user interface (UI), the third

group consists of all the effects including lighting components and the last group is the

aggregation of code that forms the game logic. With the exception of the last group these

are all observable elements whereas the last one is responsible for pulling the strings in

the back. In regards to the focus on the AI implementation the quality of these visual

elements is of little relevance. They will therefore only be explained briefly in view of the

fact that the game is of prototypical nature.

The 3D models are mostly freebies from the Unity Asset Store and include the modular

obstacles, walls and floor pieces of the arena as well as various items. The NPC models,

gun projectiles and remaining items are built from Unity intern primitives such as spheres,

capsules  or  cubes.  Effects  can  be  summarized  as  slightly customized Unity Shuriken

particle systems combined with animated point lights and the utilization of trail and line
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renderers. Regarding effects, the final touch is the application of post-processing filters

granting  anti-aliasing,  bloom  and  some  color  correction.  The  UI  is  created  in  a

minimalistic  style  from the basic  elements  Unity provides  being only text  and image

components.  The  content  of  the  UI  and  its  interactive  elements  are  managed  by

respectively responsible logical components.

The  programmed  logical  components  of  the  game  can  be  divided  by  their  field  of

application  which  will  be  depicted  concisely  in  the  following  sections.  First  group

comprises  the  pervasive,  throughout  active  classes  encompassing  a  GameManager,

EventManager and  InputManager class.  Second  group  consists  of  the  predominate

components in the management phase of the game in which the player buys and assigns

equipment. These include classes relevant to the item, shop and inventory systems. The

final group, active during the combat involving mission phase of the game, is made of

classes responsible for the weapon system, different types of camera movement and the

combat  related UI.  A map generator class  as  well  as  the different  components of the

playable character class would also be enumerated associated with the last group but will

be  discussed  in  independent  sections  due  to  their  higher  relevance  for  the  GOAP

implementation.

4.2.2  Logic

GameManager

The GameManager class is primarily responsible for ensuring smooth transitions between

different  game phases.  This  refers  mainly to  the  occasional  back and forth  switching

between the  management  phase and the mission  phase.  In Unity,  such transitions  are

commonly performed by unloading the current scene and loading a new one. Scenes in

Unity can be seen as independent levels that  contain distinct  environments and logic.

Upon loading a new scene, all objects, including running scripts, are blanked with the

exception of up front manually tagged elements that need to persist between scene loads

to store and convey important information. In this game, the only persisting class instance

is the GameManager that, as the first actor in a new scene, assists in the script execution

order  of  interdependent  scripts  that  are  initialized  with  after  loading  a  new  scene.
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Subclasses of the GameManager also store information regarding the current state of the

game and make them publicly available for other classes. This includes the budget and

inventory of the player as well as the individual equipment and experience of the soldiers.

EventManager

The EventManager is a passive class that exposes a variety of public static events to all

other classes. The events serve as an indirect messaging and broadcasting system for all

other  classes  to  communicate  with  each other  without  explicitly knowing each other.

Objects that need to be notified about certain events subscribe to the respective events of

the EventManager. Objects that have the responsibility of broadcasting certain events will

utilize the EventManager do so so. The EventManager provides a set of public methods

that invoke events. An exemplary scenario for how this works would be the death event of

an NPC. Upon dying, the NPC broadcasts its  death with the help of a public method

provided by the EventManager  without  the need of  knowing if  and who harbors  any

interest. Class instances that have an interest in the deaths of NPCs will subscribe to this

event  at  their  initialization  and  will  be  informed  by  the  EventManager  about  any

incidents. In this way, other classes, like the GameManager, other NPCs or the camera,

can react to NPC deaths without the need of a direct reference to the dying NPC. 
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InputManager

The main purpose of the InputManager is to proceed and relay keyboard inputs as well as

mouse clicks and movement. The InputManager also provides a customizable reference

for all classes that react to inputs one way or the other. This offers the options to assign

names to specific input types and manage them from a single class.
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Items

The items created for this game all come in the form of Unity´s scriptable objects. These

can be described as classes that can store shared data independent from script instances.

The items essentially come in two categories, active and passive. The passive items are

merely information containers that store the item type, a reference to the assigned 3D

model, the name of the item and the granted stat values. Active items expand the stored

information by additional scripts that are responsible for the item´s functionality. Weapon

type items contain a weapon script,  grenades  a grenade script  and so on.  Every item

paragon in the form of such a scriptable object is given a unique name. The inventory

system for the player merely involves the use of a dictionary class instance storing the

item names as keys and their available quantity as values. Purchasing an item at the shop

will simply increase the quantity value of the same-named entry in the dictionary that

represents the player´s inventory. The NPC inventory works in a slightly different way and

is annotated in the correlating NPC section.

Shop System

The  shop  system  is  the  major  element  of  the  management  phase.  It  provides  the

functionality for the player  to  purchase new items and to alter  the gear of individual

soldiers. The UI in the management phase consists of three different screens. First one is

the squad screen that features a lineup of all the agents side by side wearing their current

equipment. The state of equipment can also be seen in an icon grid below each soldier.

The second screen features an isolated view of a soldier and can be reached by clicking on

a soldier in the squad screen. This screen can be used to check and upgrade the selected

soldier's stats and to change its equipment. The last screen is the actual shop that displays

a type sorted selection of items. The interactive shop entries are created generically in

reference to a predefined item library. This library resembles a list of items of the type that

is  described  in  the  preceding paragraph.  The  item entries  are  subclasses  of  the  shop

system and store information about the item they represent.  They automatically adjust the

displayed icon and price during their creation. When an entry is clicked it relays the click

event to the shop system that verifies the budget and conducts the transaction on the basis

of the information stored in the entry.
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Camera System

The camera system offers the player four different modes to spectate ongoing battles in

the arena. The default camera mode is a top-down view that focuses and smoothly follows

a targeted NPC. Via prior set hotkeys, the camera can be switched back or forth to other

observable NPCs. The second mode is only used when the player directly controls one of

the  soldiers.  This  mode works  the same way as  the  first  with  the difference that  the

focused soldier is always the one controlled by the player. Third mode is a manual camera

that resembles the standard one used in almost every strategy game that features a top-

down view. In this mode, the camera can be freely dollied, rotated and zoomed. The final

mode is a first person camera that presents the action from the perspective of one of the

fighting NPCs. The different camera modes are distinct scripts that are supervised by a

subsystem of the GameManager. All camera scripts listen for inputs autonomously and

handle mode transitions on their own. The three NPC focused camera scripts switch to the

next observable NPC when the currently focused one dies. If there happen to be no more

observable  targets,  they disable  themselves  and notify the supervising script  to  select

another camera mode.

User Interface

Apart from the UI elements related to the shop system, there are some worth mentioning

that  play a  role  in  the combat  phase of  the game.  First  to  mention  are the healthbar

elements that float above the agents. These are created for each NPC after the scene load

finished.  All  healthbar  instances  are  supervised  by  a  healthbar  manager  which  is  a

subsystem of the GameManager. Healthbar instances subscribe to a health change event

of their  assigned NPC and update their  displayed content upon the invocation of this

event. Second UI module is the status bar that is only shown when the player directly

controls  one of  the soldiers.  It  displays  information about  the active weapon and the

remaining ammunition in its magazine as well as the cooldown of special abilities. The

small remaining rest of the UI seen during the combat phase is the camera mode indicator

and a slider element for controlling the timescale.
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4.2.3 Map Generator

Besides the mentioned logical elements, there are two which are particularly essential for

providing the fundamental  environment  for  the  AI to  interact  in.  The first  one is  the

MapGenerator class. It is designed to create usable, navigable maps out of the box while

providing a certain amount of customizability.  The maps can be either created with a

suitable  bitmap  serving  as  a  blueprint  or  in  a  random  manner.  The  MapGenerator

assembles  the  arenas  by  arranging  flat  square  shaped  tiles  in  a  grid  pattern.  The

surrounding walls that enclose the combat area are also positioned in respect to the grid.

Each floor piece is stored within a separate node class instance. The layout of the arena is

saved in a two dimensional array that is filled with said nodes that contain the information

about the position and type of the floor tile. The type of the node depends on whether the

node is part of the floor or the wall and if there will be an item or obstacle located on the

node.  The generated arenas  have a rectangular  shape of  choosable side length.  When

creating a map at random the randomness refers to the distribution of obstacles and items.

The specific distribution depends on a sequence of numbers created by a pseudo-random

number generator class (PRNG). The generated sequence of numbers is based on a seed

value that is given to the PRNG. For identical seed values, the generated sequence of

random numbers is also identical. The generated sequences are used to randomize the

obstacle and item distribution. This makes the distribution random in general, but always

equal for the same seed. Due to this predictable nature of the PRNG, customizable presets

for maps can be saved and loaded. The quantity of obstacles depends on an adjustable

value between 0 and 100 that represents what percentage of the arena is to be covered

with obstacles. The main purpose of the obstacles is to serve as cover for NPCs during

combat. Even though the obstacles are placed in random fashion, an algorithm ensures

that the map is always fully accessible. By accessible is meant that each node without an

obstacle can be reached and is not cut off due to being fully enclosed by obstacles or

walls.
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The  more  orderly  way  to  create  maps  is  by  providing  the  MapGenerator  with  a

standardized low resolution image that  serves as  a  blueprint.  The image is  preferably

saved as a bitmap or any other format that features lossless data compression like, for

example, PNG. The idea is that each pixel of the image represents a single node of the

map. The pixel's position within the image correlates to the node's position later on the

map. The color of the individual pixel determines the type of node. When processing the

image,  the  pixel  colors  are  translated  into  a  two  dimensional  array  whose  length

corresponds to the image resolution. This array is then used to build the actual map by

comparing the pixel  colors of each slot to a predefined list  of color-object pairs. The

color-object pairs, to which the pixels are compared to, are the following. Free nodes are

signified by white pixels, high obstacles by black, low obstacles by gray, team specific

spawn-points by red and blue, ammunition crates and collectible weapons by green and

cyan, objectives and other points of interest by yellow and magenta. This approach grants

complete control over the layout and makes the creation of custom maps fast and easy.

The blueprint images can be created and readjusted with any software that features the

colorization of single pixels. During the map creation process, the map generator stores

information that is relevant to other classes in public variables. Most important is hereby

the layout of the map that includes the coordinates of any obstacles,  items or spawn-

points.
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An important requirement of the generated maps is to be properly navigable by the AI.

The applied data structure used for pathfinding is the Unity intern implementation of a

navigation  mesh  (navmesh).  The  creation  of  such a  navmesh  is  handled  by the  map

generator  as  the  last  step  in  the  map  generation  process.  The  traversable  and  non-

traversable geometry of the map is separately grouped and handed over to a Unity intern

navmesh builder class that handles the rest of the navmesh creation which can then be

utilized for the pathfinding.
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4.2.4 Character Architecture

The main actors of this game are the soldiers that are either controlled by the AI or the

player. A soldier controlled by the AI is by definition called non-player characters (NPC)

or playable character if controlled by the player. The architecture of this character entity is

designed to be controllable by both,  AI and player.  Regarding the terminology of the

upcoming sections, the term 'character' refers to the controllable entity that both AI or

player  can  utilize  to  actively participate  in  the  game.  The character  is  a  construct  of

multiple  classes,  each responsible  for  a  specific  range of  tasks.  The various  involved

classes are described in the following sections.

Character Controller class

The Controller class is the only component that keeps a reference to every other module

and serves as a link that connects the individual modules to a functioning entity. The

Controller's primary function is to provide a bundled collection of methods for controlling

the character.  Any command for steering the character is  done through the Controller

which forwards the command to the respectively responsible  class.  Another important

purpose of the Controller class is to act as a local mailbox in regards to incoming and

outgoing events. External classes subscribe to events of the Controller. The Controller in

turn  subscribes  to  events  of  the  other  character  components.  Invoked  events  of  the

underlying classes are forwarded by the Controller class. The same applies the other way

around regarding incoming events. The basic principle is that external classes as well as

underlying classes can communicate with each other through the single Controller class

without explicit references of one another.
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Character Stats class

The Stats class can be seen as an information container for the individual character stats.

The information includes but is not limited to the maximum and current health of the

character as well as its accuracy, movement speed and damage. The different stats are

calculated within the Stats class and are the results of the character's predefined base stats,

stats gained by upgrades and the bonuses granted by equipped items. The stored values

are accessed by other classes whenever an executed method requires the value of one of

the character's stats. For example, the movement speed value is accessed whenever the

character is  moved and the current  health value is  considered whenever the character

takes damage.

Character Movement class

The Movement  class  is  responsible  for  handling  incoming movement  commands and

relocating the character within the arena. The commands and their respective methods

work in two different ways, one is made for player input and the other one is to be used by

the AI. The player inputs used to steer the character is a commonly used scheme for a top-

down shooter game. Keyboard input is directly translated into character movement along

the X and Z axis whereas the mouse position is used to determine in which direction the

character  is  looking and pointing  his  gun.  The way the  AI is  supposed to  move the

character  is  quite  different.  Instead of directly controlling the character's  position,  the

Movement class is given a target position within the arena in form of a three dimensional

vector. This target position in combination with the character´s current position forms the

basis for running a pathfinding procedure. The Movement class holds a reference to a

Unity navmesh agent, which is utilized to find paths from one point on the navmesh to

another.  Upon receiving a  destination,  the Movement class will  instruct  this  navmesh

agent to calculate and follow a path from the current position to the given target position.
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Character Combat class

The Combat class handles all the combat related actions of the character. These actions

comprise equipping, switching, shooting and reloading weapons as well  as the use of

combat related items such as grenades. When it comes to the handling of weapons, the

Combat  class  is  responsible  for  instantiating the  specific  weapon,  adding listeners  to

events of the corresponding weapon scripts and operate the weapon. Important events the

Combat class relays to the Controller class, include equipping a new weapon, an empty

magazine, a successfully performed reload and the abundance of any ammunition. The

use of grenades is quite straightforward as it only involves the instantiation of the grenade

at a predefined position with a target location as the only argument. The script, attached to

the grenade, takes care of the rest. The other utility items are used in a similar way and

without any execution duration.
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Character Equipment class

The Equipment class is responsible for the character´s inventory, handling any equipment

changes and to provide information about the equipment for other classes. Other than the

player´s inventory that can contain any number of different items, the inventory of the

character consists of slots for different item types, each limited to one item at a time.

There are six distinct item slots: primary weapon, secondary weapon, helmet, chest armor,

grenade and utility item. The Equipment class provides the functionality to change the

equipment, be it through the shop or by collecting items in the arena, and handles the

instantiation  and  positioning  of  the  corresponding  item objects.  Events  regarding  the

successful equipment of items or their shortage are sent to the Controller class. A set of

public methods can be used to gain information about the individual equipment slots and

to assign or change single items. These methods are used whenever the player makes

changes to a soldier's equipment during the management phase of the game. The Combat

class also uses them to check the availability of grenades or weapons when the soldier is

battling in the arena.

Character Health class

The main objective of the Health class is to administer any changes to the health points of

the character during combat situations. This includes damaging effects from projectiles or

grenades as well  as healing effects of any kind. In the case of a damaging effect,  the

Health class also has the task to check whether the character dies as a result. Upon death,

a global event is invoked through the EventManager and a predefined death effect will be

instantiated.
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5 Implementation

5.1 NPC Setup

5.1.1 Desired NPC behavior

Prior to the factual implementation of GOAP, the desired behavior of the NPCs was first

predefined in theory. This reflection was based on a simple question: How should the

common  NPC  fight  if  thrown  into  a  small  arena?  A huge  influencing  factor  was

inspiration taken from the AI controlled enemies of successful real-time combat games

like 'F.E.A.R.' or 'Tomb Raider'. Being analyzed as well, was how human players would

control  their  characters  in  such  arena  combat  games.  The  final  factor  was  the

consideration of the general aspects of tactical behavior applied in combat scenarios. As a

result, the basic principles of the NPC behavior should be self-preservation, followed by

the urge to help allies and to eliminate threads. When there is no immediate danger, NPCs

should keep an eye on their surroundings or pursue less important objectives. 

The NPCs should value their lives above all else. They shall express this attitude by being

overall quite cautious. Movement on the battlefield should preferably involve cover to

cover routes to avoid being involved in sudden fights while exposed. When combat starts,

NPCs should avoid enemy fire by seeking beneficial cover positions. If a position turns

out to be unfavorable in the course of the fight it must be changed, be it due to a flanking

enemy or a nearby grenade. Enemies should be engaged by firing out of the cover but only

if the current position is not a target of enemy suppression fire. When wounded, the NPCs

are intended to act even more cautious by keeping a low profile, call for assistance or

retreat.  When  it  comes  to  teamwork,  NPCs  should  stay near  each  other  under  most

circumstances –  to be able to support one another. When an NPC gets actively involved

in a fight, nearby allies are expected to enter the fight as well. A more advanced aspect in

regards of teamwork is the application of task allocation. An example of this would be a

situation in which one NPC creates a diversion to enable an ally to relocate to a more

advantageous cover position, flank an enemy or safely retreat. 
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The utilization of items is another part of the desired behavior. NPCs should be able to

make use of items in offensive and defensive ways. While not in active combat, NPCs are

to keep an eye out and collect items that can be of help in a later battle. The objective with

the lowest  priority should be to patrol  or surveil  the surrounding area.  This  objective

becomes active whenever there is no known enemy to fight, no ally to assist and no items

to collect. While on watch, any noticed disturbances are to be investigated. Upon sighting

an enemy, nearby allies have to be informed immediately and the combat related behavior

mentioned before is to be activated.

5.1.2 Creating Goals

The first part of the actual implementation is the definition of the individual goals the

NPCs are supposed to pursue. As explained in the section 'GOAP Architecture',  goals

define one or more facts of a desired world state. The facts are represented in the form of

a key value pair. The key defines the name of the fact and is always of type 'string'. The

value of the fact can be basically any type of object, but in case of this project, the value

for goal facts is consistently set to the Boolean value 'true'. When it comes to defining the

goals for this game, the desired NPC behavior explained in the previous segment serves

as  the  main  reference.  The  purpose  of  the  goals  is  to  express  the  principles  of  the

fundamental motivation behind this desired behavior. In regards to this theory five goals

are extracted: try to stay alive, help your allies, kill your enemies, resupply and watch the

perimeter. Translating these goals into code is done as shown in the code example below.

Ordered by priority, the names of the basic goals every NPC pursues are set to StayAlive,

HelpAlly, KillEnemy, Resupply and SurveyArea. 
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Figure 17: GOAP goals - code example
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Each of these goals includes only one fact of the same name with a desired value of 'true'.

Goals have a priority, which is a property that relates to how important it is. The priority

value can be either steady or dynamic. The priorities of the five base goals are predefined.

They do not change over the course of the game. The plan finding process starts with

trying to find a plan that fulfills the goal with the highest priority. If no plan can be found,

the process repeats for the goal with the next lower priority until either a plan is found or

the lowest one is reached. The SurveyArea goal is designed to be always achievable and

resembles an idle state. It serves as a fallback behavior if there is nothing else to do. There

is  only one goal  that  has a dynamic priority value called 'FollowCommand',  which is

discussed  individually  further  down  as  part  of  the  'SquadCommander'  section.  An

important side note regarding these goals is that they are open-ended in the sense of being

never fully achievable. They can be achieved through actions that have suitable effects but

the goal does not remain in an achieved state. This is done by not applying the effect of

the fulfilling action to the world state or not even having the desired fact defined in the

world  state.  This  can  be  illustrated  by an  example  with  the  'KillEnemy'  goal  and  a

theoretical suitable action called 'ShootEnemy'. The scenario is depicted in the graphic

below.
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Figure 18: Goals - open and not open ended
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The action fulfills the goal by having the needed 'KillEnemy' effect and comes with the

precondition that there has to be an enemy present to shoot. The 'EnemyPresent' fact is

part of the world state, the 'KillEnemy' fact however is not and doesn't have to due to how

the planning process works. At the start of the planning process for this goal, the planner

will check if the 'KillEnemy' fact is listed in the world state with the desired value. If that

was the case, then this goal would be considered achieved and would not be pursued. In

any other case, there are two, the planner will  search for an action sequence with the

desired effect. In the first case, the fact is part of the world state, but has the wrong value

whereas in the second case, the fact is not listed in the world state at all and only exists as

the temporary effect of actions. The 'ShootEnemy' action does not change the world state

directly and can therefore be seen as a temporary solution that is applicable as long as

there  are  enemies  present.  When  all  enemies  are  eventually  gone,  the  'ShootEnemy'

action's  precondition  'EnemyPresent'  is  no  longer  met  which  makes  the  action

inapplicable  and the  'KillEnemy'  goal  no  longer  achievable.  In this  case,  the  planner

would pursue the next lower prioritized goal.

5.1.3 Creating Actions

The actions define what an NPC can do to achieve its goals. Actions are strung together to

plans.  The theory done before programming the actions  is  the analysis  of the desired

behavior in order to break it down into small modular activity fragments which serve as a

reference  for  the  actions.  For  each  action  it  is  considered  what  the  effects  and  the

preconditions  would  be  if  this  action  was  part  of  a  plan.  A diagram illustrating  the

connections in between actions and goals can be of help.
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Figure 19: Possible layout for considered goals and actions
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It  is  to  be  noted  that  the  illustrated  connections  do  not  cover  all  possible  planning

combinations  but  rather  indicate  action sequences that  are  presumed to be used quite

often. Following the theory is the actual programming of the actions. The structure of

actions in  GOAP follow a general  scheme that  splits  the implementation into several

steps.

Action settings and branching

An important aspect of GOAP actions is the branching, which is part of the process of

creating the plan tree. Branching describes the occurrence that an action can be added to a

plan with multiple different settings whereas each setting results in a new node added to

the tree. Most actions are defined to have dynamic effects and / or dynamic preconditions.

How the branching works can be illustrated by the following example situation. An NPC

has three nearby enemies that he wants dead. His only action is 'ShootAtEnemy' which, as

the name implies, makes the NPC shoot at an enemy. For simplicity, this action has no

preconditions and can be performed on any of the enemies and as often as needed without

any restrictions. The letters in the boxes represent the preconditions (P), effects (E) and

the current setting (S) under which the action is to be executed.
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Figure 20: Exemplary extract of an early action / goal diagram
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The 'ShootAtEnemy' action does a suitable job for achieving the goal. However, it can be

performed on every enemy. This choice results in multiple branches for every possible

application  of  the  action.  The  different  variations  are  defined  by the  action  itself  at

runtime. When an action is  checked by the planner, it  can access the world state and

preceeding nodes to determine different possible execution settings. When the planner

evaluates the 'ShootAtEnemy' action during the plan tree creation, the action will check

the world state for possible targets. The action recognizes that there are three enemies and

therefore determines three different settings under which it can be executed. The planner

receives these three settings and as a result,  adds three new branches to the tree. The

unique execution settings of each action variation are stored within the newly added node.

In case of this example, the settings would consist solely of the targeted enemy.
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Figure 21: Action settings and branching
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Programming Preconditions and Effects

Defining the preconditions and effects of an action usually requires only minor effort. For

actions with fixed effects and preconditions, the programming only involves a few lines

of code as illustrated below.

The implementation of actions that have dynamic values for effects or preconditions are a

bit different as these values have to be determined in some way. Here, the possibility to

save execution relevant information in the plan tree is important once more. Dynamic

effects commonly depend on the preconditions of preceding actions in the plan tree. A

good example to illustrate how this works is the overall most used action of this game

called 'GoToPosition'. 

As the name implies it is used to make the NPC go to a specific position on the map.

Nothing in the game actively restricts the NPC from moving, so 'GoToPosition' has no

preconditions. The action's effect, called 'IsAtPosition', is dynamic as indicated by the 'X'.

With the effect not statically set, the 'GoToPosition' action by itself has no way to know

what the destination should be. This is when the information stored in the plan tree come

in  handy.  When  an  action  is  evaluated  by  the  planner,  the  action  is  required  to

communicate  its  various  settings  together  with  its  effects  and  preconditions.  In  this

process, the action has access to the preceding actions of the not yet finished plan.
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Figure 22: Effects and preconditions - code example

Figure 23: GoToPosition action
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Having access to the previous nodes in the tree, the 'GoToPosition' action can read out

that a preceding action has the precondition of 'IsAtPosition' - (POS_ENEMY) and stores

this value in its settings. When the effects of the 'GoToPosition' action are calculated, the

dynamic value of the 'IsAtPosition' effect is set to (POS_ENEMY), perfectly matching the

precondition of the preceding action. As a consequence, the planner will recognize the

effect of the 'GoToPosition' action as suitable to fulfill the precondition and will add it to

the tree as a new node.
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Figure 24: Defining dynamic effects
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Dynamic  preconditions  are  implemented  in  the  same  way.  Relevant  information  is

gathered from the world state or the plan tree when the action is evaluated by the planner

and stored.  The stored  information  is  then  used  to  define  the  dynamic  values  of  the

precondition. At this point it should be noted that it is not only possible to set the dynamic

values  but  also  to  dynamically  add  or  remove  individual  effects  or  preconditions

completely.

Cost calculation

When an action is added to the plan tree after evaluating its effects as suitable, the cost

information of the action is calculated. The cost value is important for finding the most

efficient plan after the plan tree is  finished. The most  efficient plan is  the one action

sequence whose total cost is the lowest. The total cost is simply the sum of each action's

cost in the plan. Most actions have a fix value for the cost that is set prior to the game

start. For every other action the cost calculation must be programmed individually. The

cost calculation can be used to represent the general effort of an action under different

settings or as a steering mechanism to encourage certain behaviors. An example when

cost represents the effort is the 'GoToPosition' action which calculates its cost in direct

dependency of the distance the NPC will move. This is illustrated by the graphic and

pseudo code below.
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Figure 25: Dynamic effect matching precondition
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How a dynamic cost calculation can be used to influence NPC behavior can be illustrated

by a version of the 'UseMedikit' action. In the pseudo code below is shown how the cost

changes depending on whether the NPC is in a cover position or not.

With  a  higher  cost  for  'UseMedikit'  outside  of  a  cover  position  the  NPCs  can  be

encouraged to seek cover before using the MediKit, given that the cost for moving to a

nearby cover position is less than the stated '10' extra cost for using the MediKit outside

of cover. In the case of this screenshot, the cost for moving into cover is only '6' which

makes it cheaper to move into cover prior to using the MediKit.
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Figure 26: Cost calculation of the 'GoToPosition' action

Figure 27: Cost calculation for the 'UseMediKit' action
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Action execution

With the settings,  effects,  preconditions and cost calculation being done,  the action is

ready  to  be  included  in  the  plan  finding  process.  The  next  part  that  needs  to  be

programmed is what actually happens once the action is included in a plan and is about to

be executed. The execution process of an action is divided into different steps.
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Figure 28: Steps of an action execution
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The first few steps are shared among all actions and are of a sequence of methods that run

within the first frame upon execution. The first task is a quick check if the preconditions

of the action are still  met.  This  is  done because the game progresses during the plan

execution and the world changes as a result.  Actions later in the plan might therefore

encounter a situation in which their preconditions are no longer met. If the action detects a

problem as a result of the check, it will not execute and notify the supervising agent class

that the plan has failed. The agent class will then request a new plan from the planner. 

If no problem is discovered, the check is followed by the action´s initialization in which

any needed execution information is extracted from the stored settings that have been

saved during the planning process. From there it depends on whether the action features a

single frame execution or runs for a certain amount of time. The single frame actions are,

as the name implies, executed within a single frame. These actions do not need to wait for

a played animation or other things to happen. Examples of such actions in the game are

'GoToCover'  and  'AttackGrenade'.  Due  to  the  simplicity  of  the  game,  the  grenade

throwing action 'AttackGrenade'  does not feature an animation it  has to wait  for.  The

execution process therefore only consists of a single command to the NPC controller class

to spawn and throw a grenade towards a specific location. The command is then followed

by a success notification to the agent class after which the action becomes inactive. The

process is depicted in the graphic below.
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Figure 29: Execution of the 'AttackGrenade' action
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The 'GoToCover' action has the purpose to serve as a check action. It does not actively

make the NPC go to a cover position. It simply stores the location of a cover position in

the form of a precondition during the planning process. The planner will then add the

'GoToPosition'  action  to  the  plan  to  fulfill  this  precondition.  When  executed,  the

'GoToPosition' action is executed prior to the 'GoToCover' action which will then run its

initialization routine. Here, it is checked whether the NPC is now in a valid cover position

or not. The result is then applied to the world state fact that contains the cover status of

the NPC and the agent class is notified about a successful or failed outcome. 

Certainly, both the 'GoToCover' and the 'AttackGrenade' actions could be connected to an

animation that needs to finish before the action reports the result of its execution. This is

what all other actions commonly do. After the initialization routine has finished, these

actions either pursue a task for a certain time or send a command to the NPC controller

and wait until the command was executed. The 'Reload' action can be used as an example

for the latter. It sends a command to the NPC controller to reload the equipped weapon

and will idly wait until the NPC controller broadcasts an event to signal that the reload

routine has finished. Upon hearing the event the action will successfully finish. 
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Figure 30: Execution of the 'Reload' action
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Some actions, however, are constantly active throughout the execution routine to regularly

monitor the progress and to check if something went wrong. These actions do not finish

due to an external event but rather decide when and with what result they have completed

their task. A good example for this is the 'CollectAmmo' action that enables the NPC to

gather ammunition from crates in the arena that store a certain quantity. When directly

next to the crate, the execution routine runs a short predefined duration to simulate the

time it would take someone to withdraw a pack of ammunition. At the end of this duration

the ammunition quantity of the crate is reduced by '1' and the action reports a successful

finish. However, what if two NPCs try to gather at the same time, from the same crate

which happens to only contains a single pack of ammunition? As soon as the first NPC

withdraws the last pack the second NPC is inevitably unable to collect any ammunition.

In  order  to  make  the  NPC  realize  this  fact  immediately,  the  'CollectAmmo'  action

monitors the quantity of the remaining ammunition packs in the crate. If this quantity falls

to zero at any point during the short execution time, the action will immediately report the

failed execution to the agent and the current plan is cancelled. The pseudo code for the

monitoring  method  that  is  repeatedly run  throughout  the  execution  time can  be  seen

below.
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Figure 31: Monitor routine during the execution of the 'CollectAmmo' action
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5.1.4 Creating Sensors

The sensors are the information gathering components of the NPC. Most of the facts, the

world state consists of, are updated as a result of sensor scanning routines. The sensors

therefore determine what information the NPCs have available for the planning process.

Before programming the individual sensors, it has to be considered, which aspects of the

environment  are  important  for  the  NPC  to  act  in  a  real-time  combat  scenario.

Furthermore,  it  needs  to  be  specified  how  and  in  what  detail  the  NPC  obtains  its

knowledge. The type of facts the sensors of each NPC need to gather can be divided into a

few groups. First, the self-referred knowledge consisting of the current health condition,

equipped items and the content of one's inventory. Second are facts of the surroundings

such as the positions of allies, enemies, covers and collectible items. The last type of facts

refers to external stimuli that should trigger certain reactions. This includes but is not

limited to being fired upon by an opponent, hearing an explosion or being in some other

kind of danger. The general idea followed when programming the sensors was that the

individual NPCs should only know about facts they see and hear by themselves or those

shared by allied NPCs. The way a sensor works in this game always follows the same

schematic independent of how different the gathered information is as illustrated by the

following graphic.
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Figure 32: Sensor scanning routine
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The  common  NPC in  this  game  is  provided  with  seven  different  sensors  that  cover

different fact categories. Basically, these sensors could all be joined together into a big

single  sensor.  However,  the  rate  at  which  the  scanning  routines  run,  can  be  set

individually for each sensor, which is a nice way to tweak the reaction time of the NPCs

for different stimuli. Additionally, it  makes the programming of sensors more modular

and uncluttered. The various sensors and the facts they contribute to the world state is

illustrated in the graphic below.
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Figure 33: Sensors and the facts they gather
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The sensors for detecting other NPCs and collectible items work in the same way. Both

perform raycast checks if there is a clear line of sight to an enemy or an item that is not

blocked by an obstacle. Whether the enemy or item is seen by the sensor also depends on

the  customizable  values  of  the  field  of  view  and  the  maximum  detection  range.

Information about detected enemies or collectible items is written into the world state.

The  cover  sensor  is  responsible  for  finding  valid  cover  positions  by  analyzing  the

topology whilst taking the positions of detected enemies into account. The cover sensor

first creates a big list of possible cover positions, which is then further processed into

different groups of cover positions that serve different purposes. The sorting first depends

on whether the cover is low, high, overshootable or byshootable. Furthermore, there are

groups for cover positions that can be used to flank enemies, safely advance or retreat.

The type and quality of a cover position is determined dependent on its height and its

position relative to the NPC itself, to allies and to enemies. The icons represent low cover

positions from where the enemy can be shot at. The color of the lines indicate protection

level of the enemy if one shoots from the respective cover position. The blue ones can be

used to flank the enemy.
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Figure 34: Visualization of the cover sensor scan
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The sensors responsible for detecting disturbances and danger listen and react to certain

events.  The  detection  of  disturbances  for  example  includes  listening  to  grenade

explosions, enemy gun fire and nearby impacts of enemy bullets. These occurrences are

connected to events that are globally broadcasted and to which the disturbance sensor is

listening. These events always include information about the position of the occurrence as

well as what NPC is the cause. This makes it possible to tweak the detection range of the

disturbance  sensor  and to  sporadically exclude  disturbances  of  allied  origin  from the

detection in order to prevent confusion.  The danger sensor determines facts related to

temporary statuses such as being wounded, under fire, suppressed or being near a grenade.

The commonality of the these facts is that the NPC usually tries to avoid or get rid of

them as their occurrence implies being in a dangerous situation.

5.2 Squad Behavior

So far, the NPCs only pursue a set of personal goals. Their decisions might depend on

facts related to their allies, however, they do not communicate or actively work together.

The teamwork so far only revolves around not shooting NPCs that are perceived as allies.

The desired behavior in this regard is to share important information with allies and to

execute team-based combat maneuvers. In order to allow and to encourage this type of

behavior, two components were implemented. A squad memory class that serves NPCs as

a tool to exchange gathered information and a squad commander class which acts as an

invisible team coordinator.
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5.2.1 Squad Memory

Each team of NPCs that battles in the arena has its own, independent squad memory class

assigned. It is an optional addition to the GOAP architecture that can improve the NPC

behavior but is not essential for the functionality of the planning progress. In general, it

can be seen as an information storage for world state facts  that are shared among all

members  of  a  team.  The  squad  memory offers  public  methods  for  contributing  and

extracting information. These methods are used by the sensors of the individual NPCs to

indirectly communicate with each other. The idea is to simulate the communication within

a group of soldiers that are connected via radio and inform the squad about their current

status, enemy sightings or other relevant events. The information an NPC will commit to

the squad memory consists  of  relevant  self-referred information,  enemy activities  and

observed disturbances. The squad memory saves committed data as entries within type

specific lists. The entries all share the same base structure and only differ in regards to the

extend of stored information. All entries have an expiry time assigned upon their creation

and will be deleted if they are not updated by renewing reports. These procedures pool

incoming  reports  about  identical  incidents  and  simplify  the  extraction  of  up-to-date

information. The deletion of entries that do not receive updates is to avoid the storage of

outdated information that might  provoke undesired NPC behavior.  The graphic below

illustrates the entry structure within the squad memory.
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Figure 35: SquadMemory diagram
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The ally related information is kept up to date on a regular basis. This is because each

agent commits his  status to the squad memory in predefined intervals which not only

updates the information stored in the entry but also refreshes the expiry time. The deletion

of  entries  therefore  mainly  affects  reported  enemy activities  and  disturbances.  Some

entries  are  also altered as  a  result  of  a  performed action.  An example for  this  is  the

'InvestigateDisturbance' action. NPCs use this action to walk to and examine a location

where a disturbance,  such as a grenade explosion,  occurred.  The entry that stores the

disturbance  has  a  value  that  represents  its  current  investigation  status.  When  the

'InvestigateDisturbance' action starts, it will set this value to 'InProgress' which prevents

other NPCs from simultaneously investigating the same disturbance. Once the action has

finished it will report the completed investigation to the squad memory which results in a

deletion of the correlating entry.
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Figure 36: SquadMemory disturbance investigation
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5.2.2 Squad Commander

The squad commander is, similar to the squad memory, an optional component each team

can be  equipped with.  The  main  purpose  of  the  squad commander  is  to  initiate  and

coordinate team actions that involve multiple participating NPCs. The prime example of

such behavior is a situation in which one NPC provides cover fire on an enemy to enable

an ally to get into a better position. The theoretical procedure from giving the commands

to its execution is depicted in the graphic below.
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Figure 37: SquadCommander task-allocation
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While the game is running, the squad commander is to observe and analyze the situation

on the battlefield and decide when and how to take action.  This  analyzing process is

generally done automatically based on certain predefined factors which, when met, cause

the squad commander to take action. In this game however, this task is assigned to the

player of the game in order to grant some interaction during the combat phase of the

game. Various commands can be given to the NPCs by clicking on a variety of UI buttons

on the  screen.  Apart  from this  first  step,  the  squad commander  in  this  game acts  as

described in the illustration above. After the player ordered a command via clicking one

of  the  buttons,  the  squad  commander  will  try  to  find  suitable  participants  for  the

coordinated action. This is done by grouping together NPCs based on their proximity to

each  other.  The  squad  commander  will  try  to  find  the  biggest  group  in  which  each

member is within a predefined range to at least one other NPC. This excludes isolated

NPCs from the coordination. Isolated NPCs can however, be ordered to regroup with their

allies  to  be  integrated  upon  their  arrival.  Granted  that  the  squad  commander  found

sufficient participants, the task allocation is performed by assigning a suitable goal to each

participating NPC.
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In order to make it possible for the squad commander to assign dynamic goals at runtime,

the  goal  set  of  the  NPCs  is  extended  by  a  special,  customizable  one  called

'FollowCommand'. The difference to the other, static goals of the common NPC is that it

neither has a predefined priority nor does it declare any initial facts to be met by the world

state. It is fulfilled by default and NPCs will therefore never attempt to fulfill it in this

state.  However,  this  empty goal  does  provide public  methods to  make adjustments  at

runtime. The squad commander can utilize these to define the facts the goal demands for

its  fulfillment  as  well  as  its  priority.  Furthermore,  the  squad commander  can  choose

whether the NPC should immediately initiate a replan procedure after the adjustments to

the goal were made or not. With the help of this dynamic goal, the squad commander can

assign  suitable  goals  to  each individual  NPC.  The concrete  content  of  these  goals  is

predefined in regards to the type of command and the number of NPCs that participate in

the coordinated action. In the same way the goals are assigned, the squad commander can

revoke them individually by ordering the  'FollowCommand'  goal  to  reset  itself  to  its

empty default state. The image below illustrates the previously mentioned example where

one NPC is ordered to fire at an enemy while its ally moves into a more advantageous

position.
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Figure 38: SquadCommander grouping visualized
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It has to be noted that even though the commander can assign goals of superior priority,

the behavior of the NPCs do still follow the rules of the GOAP planning architecture.

They are, therefore, not directly controlled by the squad commander but rather integrate

the assigned goals into their planning process. The goals will then be tried to be fulfilled

depending on their priority and practicability. If an NPC is unable to follow orders of the

squad commander, whether due to a lack of needed actions or an unfortunate situation, the

NPC will simply pursue another goal.
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Figure 39: Possible scenario of task-allocation
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5.2.3 Plan Visualization

One of the difficulties one might face when implementing GOAP as the decision making

architecture, is to fully comprehend the behavior of the NPCs at all times. Other than in a

finite state machine, the current state of the NPC is not quite observable. In order to cope

with this problem over the course of this project, it  was helpful to make the planning

process visually observable. Without having deep insight into the current world state and

active plans of an NPC, understanding the reason for unwanted behavior was challenging,

especially with the NPC consisting of so many autonomously working components.

A big help in this regards was the 'ReGoap debugger' tool developed by Luciano Ferraro,

which is included in his ReGoap library. What it does is basically visualize the world

state, goals, actions and the current active plan of a single selected NPC in a node editor

window  within  Unity  at  runtime.  The  next  graphic  shows  this  tool  in  action.  The

information displayed belongs to the blue soldier that can be seen in the screenshots. The

soldier is under heavy fire while behind a low cover position and therefore decides to

retreat to a safer location. The blue boxes show goals, yellow boxes the actions and the

longish  green  boxes  the  current  plan.  The  sequence  of  actions  is  'GoToPosition',

'SeekCoverHigh' and 'Retreat' which pursues the goal 'StayAlive'. The highlighted boxes

represent active elements. The highlighted 'GoToPosition' box indicates that it is currently

performed as part of a plan that aims to fulfill the highlighted 'StayAlive' goal.
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Even though the ReGoap debugger is incredibly helpful for analyzing and understanding

the behavior of a single NPC at a time, it does not offer a way to observe the plans of

multiple NPCs at once. Additionally, the ReGoap debugger is not visible within the game

itself but instead has its own window in the Unity interface. It was considered very helpful

if there was some kind of UI within the game that visualizes the actions and plans of the

fighting  NPCs.  For  that  reason  a  pared-down  version  of  the  ReGoap  debugger  was

programmed. As a result, every NPC was provided with a plan visualizing UI that would

float above its head similar to the health bar. This UI grants the player information about

the currently pursued goal, the active action and the full plan of each individual NPC. The

screenshot below showcases the UI during the game. The first line of the UI shows the

pursued goal, the second line indicates the last action of the plan before fulfilling the goal.

The  remaining  lines  are  individual  steps  of  the  plan.  The  'GoToPosition'  action  is

excluded to not clutter up the UI and because its planned applications can be anticipated.
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Figure 40: ReGoap debugger
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In addition  to  the  ReGoap debugger  and the  plan UI that  both  show contents  of  the

finished NPC plan, it turned out to be quite helpful to also connect other elements of the

NPC behavior to various visual elements. The 'GoToPosition' action is of big significance.

Not only is  it  by far the most utilized action,  it  is  also the action that makes up the

majority of a plan's total cost. These characteristics made it the prime reference when

setting the  costs  for  other  actions.  Visualizing  the  consideration  of  all  'GoToPosition'

actions during the planning process was a nice indicator for all considered plans right

before the most efficient one is selected. Just by seeing the destination of this action, one

can assume the reason behind it. When, as an example, the 'GoToPosition' action first

points to a collectible weapon and then points to a cover position near an enemy, it is

quite easy to figure out what sequence of actions was considered by the planner. Most

likely, the plan here is to go to the weapon in order to equip it followed by going to the

cover  position  for  being  in  a  good  spot  to  shoot  the  enemy.  The  screenshot  below

illustrates the different 'GoToPosition' actions that are included in the plan tree.
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Figure 41: NPCs with plan UI
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These visualizations  were of  great  assistance when trying to  figure out  why an  NPC

would behave in a strange unforeseen way. They also assisted in balancing out the costs

for the individual actions as setting these usually tries to answer the question of how far

the NPC needs to walk in order to make the cause worthwhile. Also, again, credits to the

'ReGoap  debugger'.  Its  detailed  display  of  an  individual  NPC  world  state  played  a

valuable role in ensuring that the sensors, which write the facts of the world state, were

working in the intended way.
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Figure 42: Visualizing the planner's evaluation of 'GoToPosition' during  the planning process
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5.3 Optimizations

The implementation of a planning AI in a real-time combat game is a balance act between

its performance impact and its efficiency. The plan generation process can become quite

expensive  depending  on  how  many different  combinations  of  dynamically set  action

variants  the  planner  can  puzzle  together.  This  big  workload  is  increased  by  every

additional  action,  goal  or  interactive  element  in  the  game  world.  Even  more,  it  is

multiplied for every additional active NPC. On the one hand, calculating plans fast is

needed to ensure that  the NPCs display swift  reactions.  On the other hand, the plans

should be the best possible solution out of a large number of possibilities. Plans can be

generated  faster  by limiting  the  possible  solutions  or  generated  elaborately,  which  is

slower but provides an overall  better  outcome. This dilemma results  in trade-offs and

demands  optimization  to  ensure  a  good  balance  between  fast  and  efficient  plan

generation.

In general, the optimizations aimed at decreasing the time it would take to generate a plan

while preserving a sufficient plan efficiency. This was done by tweaking the resources the

planner has available. In general, these resources can be divided into two groups. The first

group is  the entirety of  information the planner takes  into account  when creating the

planning tree such as actions, goals and facts of the world state. The second group are the

conditions  under  which the  plan  generation  process  is  performed which  can  serve  as

limiting factors to keep the workload within a predefined scope. Fortunately, the ReGoap

library already offers two valuable settings to set such conditions for the planner. The first

one regulates the maximum number of allowed nodes the plan tree can consist of, hence

reducing the considered amount of unique action sequences. This defines a cap for the

time it takes to create the tree. The other setting steers how often the plan tree is traversed

to find different action sequences that serve as plans. Basic rule is, the more often the plan

tree is traversed, the more plans can be found and compared regarding their costs. Less

iterations therefore reduce the chance of finding the most efficient plan. The grayed out

part  of  the  graphic below indicates  the  part  of  the  plan  tree  that  is  potentially never

generated. The plan tree generation stops once the maximum node count is reached.
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The next graphic shows the effect of a limited traversal count. The blue and red lines are

simplified illustrations of paths that the A* search algorithm would find to get from the

root node (G) to one of the leaves (A) by traversing the plan tree repeatedly. The dotted

path on the right indicates one that might  be never be found as a result  of a limited

traversal count.
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Figure 43: Plan tree generation with limited node count

Figure 44: Effect of a limited traversal count
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Regarding  the  entirety of  information,  the  planner  has  to  include  into  the  plan  tree

creation, the performance can be increased by preprocessing parts of the information and

by simply reducing its amount. An easy approach hereby is to adjust the way the sensors

of the NPC commit their gathered data into the world state. The basic idea is to program

the sensors to filter their gathered information before writing in into the world state. This

has  the  purpose  to  exclude  information  that  would  most  probably not  be  part  of  an

efficient  plan  anyway.  This  approach  can  be  explained  with  the  aid  of  the  sensor

responsible for detecting cover positions. Assuming a scenario in which the map that is

cluttered  with  obstacles,  this  sensor  will  surely detect  a  great  number  of  valid  cover

positions. Each cover position would be written into the world state and result in a new

node of the plan tree whenever an action includes the entirety of cover positions in its

settings, accumulating workload. In order to reduce this workload, the sensor evaluates all

detected cover positions by predefined standards and will exclude unfavorable ones from

being added to the world state. This surely is a trade-off since there is no guarantee that

the  excluded  options  would  not  be  of  use  under  any  circumstances,  however,  it  is

anticipated that this chance is outweighed by the benefit of the increased planning speed.

The grayed out icons in the screenshot below indicate the excluded cover positions which

will not be written into the world state.
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Figure 45: Cover sensor preselecting cover positions
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The next optimization aimed on reducing the effort it  takes the planner to evaluate an

individual action when creating the plan tree. As described further up, before an action

can be added to the plan tree, the planner needs to evaluate the action's utility. In general,

this comes down to three steps. First step is requesting the action to determine its settings

that represent all of its possible applications. For each of these settings a clone of the

action is instantiated. In the second step, the planner will request each action clone to

calculate its effects depending on its individual setting. If any of the effects is of use, then

the individual action clone is added to the tree as a new node. In the third step, the planner

will request the added action clone to calculate its preconditions which are included in the

new node. While the first step is repeated only once per node and action, step two and

three  are  repeated  for  every setting  under  which  the  action  could  be  performed.  The

amount  of  repeatedly  executed  code  can  therefore  accumulate  quite  a  lot.  As  a

consequence, a low execution time of these three methods had a high priority and was,

therefore, optimized as much as possible.
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6 Evaluation

The closing evaluation of the implementation of GOAP in a real-time combat game tries

to sum up the general experiences made over the course of this project. It aims to point

out  its  benefits  and  downsides  by  reference  of  the  obtained  results  concerning  the

behavior quality of the NPCs, the implementation effort and the performance impact of

the plan generation process.

The quality of the NPC behavior achievable with the implementation of GOAP is quite

gratifying.  NPCs  can  pursue  their  various  given  goals  as  intended,  utilizing  a  lot  of

different  actions  and  display adequate  reactions  upon  unforeseen  events.  The  overall

efficiency of the plans however, is not per se better than what could be reached with an

FSM or a sequence of if/else statements. The generated plans usually tend to be quite

short,  mostly only one or two actions,  which is  an intended conduct  given that  more

actions result  in overall  higher costs.  These short  action sequences however, could be

easily recreated by using something less complex than a planning approach. The scenarios

in which GOAP most likely gives superior results, are those demanding for long action

sequences. A good example is, how an unarmed NPC would plan out the most efficient

way to collect various needed pieces of equipment prior to seeking an advantageous cover

position just to eventually engage an opponent. The ability to replan at any point during a

plan execution also proved to be a very beneficial addition to the behavior quality. NPCs

that  come under  fire  while  changing their  position  in  any way often  avoid  being hit

unnecessarily many times by turning around if the initial movement would expose them

for  too  long.  Another  aspect  of  the  behavior  that  worked  out  very  well  was  the

interruption of a plan as a response to the emergence of another plan that would fulfill a

goal of higher priority. The oftentimes praised virtue of GOAP controlled NPCs to be

unpredictable at times was observed on a regular basis, but cut both ways. Most plans

worked out quite well,  some however,  seemed questionable. Nevertheless, the notable

benefit really is that the NPCs can come up with plans the developer might have never

thought  off  and solve  uncommon problems surprisingly well.  A certain  behavior  that

emerged occasionally was that NPCs, when flanked from two sides, would throw a smoke
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grenade towards one enemy and use it  as  a shield while  outmaneuvering the second,

effectively  escaping  the  pincer  attack.  Last  and  probably  most  important  aspect  of

achievable  behavior  revolves  around  the  teamwork  among  allied  NPCs  which  was

realized  through  the  implementation  of  the  squad  behavior  components.  The  task-

allocation for multiple NPCs coordinated by the squad commander class resulted in a

notable improvement of the teams overall combat capabilities. Despite its limited scope

due to the small number of different commands, it proves that the basic concept works as

intended and can serve as a template for a more elaborate application.

The evaluation of the overall effort it takes to integrate GOAP in a real-time game is not

hard to grasp. This experience is most likely quite different depending on the familiarity

with goal oriented approaches as well as the individual skill of the developer. From the

perspective of someone that so far had only worked with FSM and the even simpler if/else

type of NPC programming, the implementation of GOAP surely has a demanding start.

This is a result of the various GOAP components involved in the plan generation that all

need to be set up before the NPC is making his first moves. However, once the basis is

created, the benefits of layered behavior as well as the reusability and modularity of goals

and actions really speed up the workflow. Due to the fact that actions all share the same

structure, new actions can often be created by just slightly altering the copy of another

one. Furthermore, since there is no need to change existing goals and actions when adding

new ones to an NPC, increasing complexity entails less struggle as it would with classical

FSMs,  where  each  new  state  needs  predefined  transitions.  This  aspect  is  also  an

encouraging and simplifying factor for trial and error procedures or the fast creation of

differently skilled  NPCs.  Adding and removing actions  from NPCs  or  tweaking goal

priorities, even just out of curiosity, can be performed with ease. Besides the effortful

setup, the major time-consuming activity during development is the debugging of poor

behavior or errors that disturb the planning process. When something goes wrong without

a runtime error, one has a hard time figuring out what the cause is. Oftentimes, there is no

way to narrow down the problem to a few blocks of code. It is rather quite the opposite.

Flaws  in  the  behavior  often  involve  checking  multiple  actions  for  the  correct

determination of their preconditions and effects or verifying that all sensors commit the
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intended information to the world state. Figuring out the problem often is like searching

for a needle in a haystack. Fortunately, the fundamental causes are often careless mistakes

that dwindle over time. Another problem that lies in the nature of GOAP, is the difficulty

to specifically evoke a desired behavior. The action sequences, the planner considers as

most efficient, might not always be the ones the developer wished for. Since the NPC

cannot be steered directly, a tedious solution to this is most likely to tweak various action

costs up and down in order to encourage an NPC to act more in the desired manner. 

The heavy performance impact the implementation of GOAP was presumed to entail, was

not that much of a problem in the end. The few applied optimizations together with the

incredibly useful feature of the ReGoap library to run the plan generation distributed over

multiple threads proved to be very useful. This ensured a steady, acceptable frame rate for

at least a dozen simultaneously active NPCs while maintaining a good balance between

planning speed and plan efficiency. Nevertheless, the planning process is, without any

doubt, a very costly procedure that consumes a considerable amount of processing power.

To put this into perspective, the game created for this project is only of prototypical nature

and  does,  GOAP  aside,  neither  include  vast  amounts  of  complex  geometry  nor

performance heavy scripts. And even so, a considerable amount of effort was needed to

get the plan generation running smoothly for multiple NPCs that pursue five to seven

goals and have on average 25 actions available to do so. 
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7 Conclusion

In summation, the majority of the set goals in the beginning of this thesis were achieved.

The  first  objectives  were  to  acquire  necessary  knowledge  about  GOAP,  selecting  a

suitable GOAP library and to create a prototypical game to implement it into. Over the

course of the implementation it was aimed to achieve a sufficient NPC behavior that can

adapt to a variety of different situations and involves a notable amount of teamwork. The

aspects of quality are the plan efficiency and the plan generation speed which is reflected

in a fast NPC reaction time. At the end of the project it is to be evaluated how GOAP

compares  to  classic  AI  programming  approaches  as  well  as  when  and  why  its

implementation can be considered a beneficial choice.

The prototypical game served as a convenient basis for the GOAP implementation. The

map generator class provides out of the box utilizable arenas for the NPCs to interact in.

The setup of the character class successfully enables either the AI or a human player to be

the controlling entity. Furthermore, the modular architecture of the game would allow an

export  of  these  components  to  other,  future  projects.  The  implementation  of  GOAP

included the basic setup for the plan generation as well as the programming of various

action, goal and sensor elements. The behavior of individual NPCs could be improved

steadily by extending their  action pools.  The benefit  of  layered behavior  was used to

puzzle together different combinations of goal and action sets, resulting in varying NPC

behavior. Active teamwork among NPCs was achieved through the implementation of a

squad commander class that coordinates the task-allocation of dynamic goals for multiple

NPCs.  The  implementation  involved  an  evident  initial  effort  to  setup  the  various

components of the planning system. The effort for extending the pool of goals, actions

and sensors was,  in  comparison,  notably less and remained steady even with a rising

complexity of the NPC behavior. This is most due to the benefits of layering behavior as

well  as  the  reusability  and  modularity  of  actions  and  goals.  Perceived  as  a  time-

consuming downside was debugging behavior related errors as it  can involve a lot  of

investigation. 
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Concluding the experiences made over the course of this project, it  can be stated that

GOAP is  suitable  alternative  to  common,  classic  AI  programming  approaches.  The

achievable NPC behavior with GOAP is, under common circumstances, of comparable

quality and shines most in unforeseen scenarios. Vast potential is seen in the utilization of

squad behavior, as the resulting teamwork can highly improve the efficiency of NPCs.

The  best  possible  applications  for  GOAP  is  seen  in  games  that  feature  a  limited,

reasonable  number  of  NPCs  and  varying  scenarios  demanding  a  flexible  behavior.

Without decent refining and optimization of the plan generation, the coordination of vasts

amounts of NPCs will lead to an unbearable performance impact. It is no coincidence that

GOAP is used predominantly for shooter games with a small number of simultaneously

active NPCs. Games of the open world genre are also seen as an appropriate candidate as

they  usually  feature  varying  environments  NPCs  need  to  adapt  to.  GOAP is  surely

applicable  in  various  genres  and  most  types  of  games.  Nevertheless,  it  is  not

recommended going through all the trouble of implementing GOAP as a substitute for a

less complex approach for games that do not require much of a flexible NPC behavior.

Apart from the achieved results there are still numerous things that could be done. First

and foremost, improving the NPC behavior with the help of internal emotion values and

the inclusion of actions success rates into the plan generation process. Internal emotion

values like anger or fear would be altered by certain events such as being hit or the death

of allies. The NPC behavior would reflect an NPC's current emotional condition to make

it to seem more manlike. Anger could result in blindly ignoring danger and a high level of

fear might lead to an NPC being overcautious or fleeing. Recording and including action

success rates into the planning process can be used to simulate some kind of learning

progress. Plans including recently successful actions would be preferred whereas failed

ones  would  be avoided.  These  two ideas  can  be  implemented  by taking the  emotion

values and the action success rates into account when calculating the costs for related

actions. The result cannot only lead to a more diverse behavior, but more importantly, to

more challenging and entertaining NPCs.
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